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Welcome to the February 2021 edition of the PM World Journal, the 102nd monthly
edition. It looks like I stirred things up with my editorial last month, struck a chord with
some and hit the wall with others. So we start out this month with four Letters-to-theEditor, all in response to my January editorial on the subject of “Project Management
needs a Higher Purpose”. The response has actually been quite positive, perhaps
surprisingly so. These four are in that group.
As I’ve included “Part 2” of my editorial this month, I’m fairly sure there will be more
reactions to share in March. In my January segment, I discussed the black elephants we
all know about – pandemics, climate change, poverty, unemployment, etc. – the issues
addressed by the U.N.’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This month my focus
is on social responsibility and what I call “the Rogue Black Elephant”, global corruption.
While it may seem difficult for the PM world to do much about Covid-19 or climate change,
I think corruption is something we can actually do something about. How about if we all
just take a stronger stance against corruption of any kind by anyone? I’ve expanded the
definition of corruption though, so please read Part 2 of my editorial this month, then send
me your reaction.
Once again we republish another interesting interview by Yu Yanjuan (Spring) at PMR in
China, this month with Andrew Wright in the UK. Andrew offers some insightful
perspective on project management for positive change. There seem to be a lot of PM
thought leaders in the UK these days and Andrew is no exception.
This edition includes 12 featured papers, which I think is a record number. Some
outstanding works are among them. Bob Prieto has authored another solid paper on
‘Improving Infrastructure Project Success’, a topic of rapidly growing importance now as
the end of the current pandemic appears to be in sight. Infrastructure investment is
bound to play an important role in rebuilding economies devastated by the Covid crisis;
papers like these will be extremely useful in coming months.
In both my June 2020 editorial on black elephants and again in part one of my new
editorial published last month, I asked the question: what can the project management
world do to help address global problems? Alan Stretton has stepped up with a
remarkable paper titled “Towards extending the scope of project-related management to
help address climate change and other global problems.” Based on his previouslydeveloped strategic management framework, Alan has offered a model on how those
with project and program management expertise can assist with the refining and
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implementation of projects launched to address the ‘black elephants’. It’s a brilliant paper
and a major first step in this new strategic direction for the PM professional world.
In an emotionally-charged paper, Dr. Isaac Abuya in Kenya challenges the international
development community to “re-humanize projects and project management in Africa”.
Isaac is requesting a paradigm shift in how development projects are structured,
organized and implemented. I applaud him for raising these issues; African leaders need
to lead the way in overcoming obstacles and increasing the benefits of projects for more
Africans. I hope others will share research and papers on these topics with the journal.
We are all aware of the ongoing war and devastation in Yemen at the tip of the Arabian
Peninsula. Can you imagine projects to implement mobile phone services in that
country? Read the paper by Prof Wael Alghbari, Prof Basel Sultan and Adeeb
mohammed titled “Using Six Sigma Method to Improve Site Rollout Projects in MTNYemen Company.” We absolutely need more examples, more papers on topics like
these.
Massimo Pirozzi in “The Perceived Value: a powerful influencer of project success” and
Lalamani Budelli in “Application of feature engineering and artificial intelligence in
industrial systems programs” both discuss rather new topics in the projects field. Dr.
Pavel Barseghyan has authored another paper in his series on mathematical models of
human behavior (as related to projects), an absolutely new development in the PM field.
The balance of featured papers by Martin Hopkinson (UK); Lev & Eugenia Virine with
Michael Trumper (Canada); Dr. Steve Ford, Dr. Deane Desper & Dr. Kenneth
Klostermann (USA); and Danilo Arba (Italy/Peru) offer new insights and information about
well-establish PM topics. Dr. Andrew van der Merwe offers some personal insights about
projects and PM in his interesting paper. Please give these all a look.
Three new series articles, two advisory articles and two commentaries are also included
in this edition. The series and advisory articles should be useful to many readers. The
commentaries may however be somewhat controversial, which is why you will have seen
the new disclaimer at the top of the table of contents this month: “Notice: The positions,
views and information contained in works published in the PM World Journal are those
of the authors of such works and do not necessarily represent the views or opinions of
the PM World Journal or the publisher of this journal.” Sorry about that, but we don’t want
to offend too many readers; we also don’t want to make new enemies, if possible.
I am absolutely happy to publish a new Personal Story this month. Irina Kulikova in
Moscow has shared her recent experience with her award-winning IT project. Her paper
is titled “How to Initiate a Project Successfully at the Ideas Competition.” There are now
competitions in many parts of the world each year for innovative projects that can be
transformed into new products, solutions and business. Irina has shown how to use
project management techniques to increase the odds of winning. Plus this is just a great
story. Congratulations to Ms. Kulikova!
Several good reports are again included this month, along with two book reviews and
republication of another important paper in the Second Editions category. In total, 31
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works are included this month, by 35 different authors in 20 different countries. Most
excellent! I also got a Pfizer Covid-19 vaccination shot two days ago, so I’m happy!
Thank you for reading the PMWJ, and
Have a good and safe month!
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